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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the WMT17 Neural MT Training Task. The objective of this task is to explore the methods of training a fixed neural architecture, aiming primarily at the best translation quality and, as a secondary goal, shorter training time. Task participants were provided with a complete neural machine translation system, fixed training data and the configuration of the network. The translation was performed in the English-to-Czech direction and the task was divided into two subtasks of different configurations—one scaled to fit on a 4GB and another on an 8GB GPU card. We received 3 submissions for the 4GB variant and 1 submission for the 8GB variant; we provided also our run for each of the sizes and two baselines. We translated the test set with the trained models and evaluated the outputs using several automatic metrics. We also report results of the human evaluation of the submitted systems.

1 Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) has recently replaced the “classical statistical machine translation” and became the dominant research paradigm. A large part of research on NMT is focused on architectural improvements of the neural networks or data preprocessing. However, in practice, the results of an NMT system depends not only on the architecture of the network, but also on the training techniques used to obtain the parameters.

The goal of NMT Training Task1 is to compare the results of various training techniques applied to a fixed network architecture. We provided task participants with the model specification, training and validation data with a fixed way of data preprocessing. We also listed a few methods as an inspiration for the participants. These methods included (but were not limited to) the following:

Curricula. The basic idea behind this technique (Bengio et al., 2009) is inspired by the fact that humans learn more easily when examples are presented in an ordering from trivial to complex ones. Neural networks could potentially also benefit from such a strategy of increasing task difficulty. This technique includes modifications of the training data in order to converge faster, or more robustly, towards possibly better local optima. Data shuffling, reordering, or back-translation (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch, 2016a), are all techniques that can have a positive impact on the training.

Optimization algorithms. There are many optimization algorithms that can be employed to training an NMT model, such as Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) or Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Each method differs in the number of inner trainable parameters and the approach it uses them to perform gradient descent optimization. Better optimization algorithms can improve both the convergence speed and model performance.

Reinforcement learning. A significant improvement in model performance can also be achieved by using variants of the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992). MIXER (Ranzato et al., 2015), self-critical training (Rennie et al., 2016), or minimum risk training (Shen et al., 2016) all optimize the model directly to maximize the sentence-level BLEU score (Chen and Cherry, 2014) or another sequence-based metric. These
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1http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/nmt-training-task/
methods deal with the exposure bias problem the traditional cross-entropy approach suffers from.

Multi-task training methods improve the model by training it to perform many tasks at once. Eriguchi, Tsuruoka, and Cho (2017) show that teaching the model how to parse helps the translation. A similar result was achieved by Elliott and Kádár (2017) who teach the network to predict the visual features of an image when translating its caption.

Knowledge distillation. The goal of knowledge distillation is to reduce the size of large trained models to smaller models while maintaining the good performance. There are two ways for employing this technique. First, train a large model and then reduce its size by removing unimportant units (Cun, Denker, and Solla, 1990; He et al., 2014; Han, Mao, and Dally, 2015). Second, train a large “teacher” model (or ensemble of models) and train a smaller “student” network on its outputs (Bucilă, Caruana, and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006; Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean, 2015; Kim and Rush, 2016). Both of these methods showed promising results, not only in NMT but in the deep learning field in general.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the software and the model architectures. Details on the used dataset are given in Section 3. We summarize the submitted systems in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results of the submissions and Section 6 discusses them. We conclude in Section 7.

2 The NMT System

We used Neural Monkey (Helcl and Libovický, 2017) as the NMT system for the task. Since the software is still in development, the participants were instructed to use version 0.1.0.2

Neural Monkey is an open-source sequence-to-sequence learning toolkit implemented in TensorFlow3 with simple configuration and great extensibility. Besides the basic attentive NMT pipeline (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio, 2014), the toolkit implements a growing collection of techniques related to sequence-to-sequence learning in general.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU Memory</th>
<th>4 GB</th>
<th>8 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>embedding size</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encoder state size</td>
<td>(2x) 350</td>
<td>(2x) 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decoder state size</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max sentence length</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPE merges</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Configuration for 4 and 8 GB models.

Neural Monkey conceptualizes problems of sequence-to-sequence learning as a generic encoder-decoder pipeline, with many types of individual encoders and decoders. In our task, we used the so-called sentence encoder, which maps the input sequence of tokens to a sequence of distributed representations of the tokens, and runs a bidirectional GRU (Cho et al., 2014) network over these vectors. We used the basic recurrent decoder with conditional GRU (Firat and Cho, 2016) units and attention over the encoder.

The used toolkit implements the whole training functionality, including converting token types to indices to the vocabulary, batching, and automatic validation after a specified number of training steps. It also comes with a simple configuration interface which allows the users to design their models without the requirement of writing any code.

We prepared two configurations of the models, one that fits to a GPU with 8GB of memory and a smaller one that fits into 4GB of memory. For specific details about the configuration, refer to Table 1.

3 Data

The dataset used for the NMT Training Task was a subset of the CzEng 1.6 corpus (Bojar et al., 2016). The experiments were to be executed in a constrained fashion, i.e. the participants were not allowed to augment the training corpus by additional data. However, filtering or automatically modifying the provided corpus as well as adding synthetic data (obtained using only this corpus) was permitted.

Prior to the distribution of the corpus, we removed the parts of CzEng 1.6 containing the largest amounts of noise. Specifically we removed the sections named eu, navajo, pdfs, techdocs, and tweets. We also removed all sentence pairs where one of the sentences contained more
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2https://github.com/ufal/neuralmonkey/releases/tag/0.1.0
3https://www.tensorflow.org/
than 40 tokens. The final training dataset contains 48.6 millions sentence pairs. We provided it preprocessed: tokenized and truecased by applying the casing of the lemma identified by Morphodita (Straková, Straka, and Hajíč, 2014)\(^4\) to the word form; we did not provide the lemmas to the participants. The corpus was shuffled at the level of sentences, i.e. directly suitable for training with Neural Monkey (that itself does not perform any shuffling unless the whole training data would be loaded to memory). A label file was included with the corpus indicating the original source of each sentence pair, allowing to distinguish e.g. *news* from *subtitles*.

For validation, we used the data from the WMT 2016 news test (*newstest2016*). As the test set, this year’s WMT news test (*newstest2017*) was announced and used.

We provided the devset pre-processed in the same way as the training data, i.e. tokenized and truecased by applying the casing of the lemma to the word form.

The test set was not disclosed at all prior to the submission deadline.

The training corpus was analyzed to obtain the byte-pair encoding (BPE; Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch, 2016b) merge file, jointly for English and Czech. The participants were expected to use this BPE merge file in their training. (Neural Monkey, unlike other toolkits, applies BPE splitting internally, to be able to report various scores based on original tokenization and not only based on BPE tokens.) The merge file consisted of 30,000 BPE merges.

### 4 Training Task Participants

Including secondary and revised versions, we collected six submissions from three external participants: the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Pavel Denisov, and our students Mostafa Abdou and Vladan Glončák. Additionally, we submitted two of our systems and two baseline runs.

The following paragraphs describe the baseline systems and summarize the techniques used in the submissions for the task.

#### 4.1 Baseline Systems

The baseline systems used the default configurations and datasets as provided to training task participants. The 4GB and 8GB baselines were trained for 60 days, each on a single Nvidia GeForce 1080 GPU.

Among other things, the baseline configuration specifies that tokens appearing only once in the training data are replaced with a special OOV token with probability 0.5.

The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and mini-batch size of 60 sentences are used. We used L2 regularization with weight of $10^{-8}$ and gradient clipping with the threshold gradient norm of 1.

The baseline model for 4 GB GPUs achieved the highest validation score after 7.5 epochs of training (47 days). The 8 GB baseline model obtained the highest score after 6.6 epochs (53 days).

#### 4.2 AFRL

The AFRL system is described in another WMT paper by Erdmann, Young, and Gwinnup (2017). They participated in both 4GB and 8GB setups. They used knowledge distillation from an ensemble of models.

The teacher systems were enriched with factors (domain, casing, and subword position information) and trained on a cleaned dataset.

The final (student) system was trained on the news-domain data from the teacher systems dataset, output of ten teacher systems on the same dataset and data from the task training set selected to be most suitable for training a news-domain system.

The original submitted systems trained for about 5 days. We asked the participants to also submit systems trained longer that were not ready in time for the manual evaluation. The AFRL-4GB-REVISED system trained for about 11 days, and the AFRL-8GB-REVISED system trained for about 6 days.

#### 4.3 Pavel Denisov

The system submitted by Pavel Denisov was the default 4GB system trained on 10 million longest sentences in the training dataset. The idea was to make training dataset closer to the validation dataset in the sense of sentence length. The batch size was increased from the default 60 to 90 which is possible when the 4GB model is trained on a larger GPU card. It gave promising validation BLEU score for shorter training duration (approximately 12 hours). The submitted model was trained for 4 days.

\(^4\)http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/morphodita
4.4 CUNI-4GB-BATCH-DECR

Our students submitted two systems, as described in the paper by Abdou, Glončák, and Bojar (2017). One of the submissions was however using a different BPE file and could not be evaluated among other systems and the other submission (CUNI-4GB-BATCH-DECR) was unfortunately left out from the manual evaluation. We therefore provide at least its automatic scores.

The submission CUNI-4GB-BATCH-DECR uses essentially the baseline configuration but it decreases the batch size from their initial value of 100 by 20 every 48 hours down to the batch size of 20. The motivation is that smaller batch sizes have been shown to converge to flatter optima, i.e. less prone to overfitting, while larger batches make a better use of the GPU. The gradual reduction could theoretically benefit from both: fast training and avoidance of local optima.

4.5 CUNI-4GB-CURRIC

The 4GB submission we provided (CUNI-4GB-CURRIC) is one instance of curriculum learning, namely learning first on short target (Czech) sentences only and gradually adding also longer sentences to the batches as the training progresses. Importantly, the batches in later stages of the training also have to include the short sentences. As a contrastive experiment, we have only sorted sentence pairs by the length and the training spectacularly failed.

After one epoch of curriculum learning, we continued the training on the official corpus, keeping its shuffling fixed, for 7M sentence pairs with a relatively small batch size of 20.

More details and further experiments on curriculum learning within one epoch are available in Kocmi and Bojar (2017), who document that curriculum learning can be somewhat helpful according to automatic scoring.

4.6 CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN

The CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN submission is a run forked from the BASELINE-8GB after 3.38 epochs (30.8 days) of training and trained further for 1.5 epochs (9.1 days) on a domain-adapted corpus.

The domain-adapted corpus contains 32.8M parallel lines in total and it was created by concatenating and repeating different types of extracts from the provided training corpus as listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Sents</th>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>Corpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25M</td>
<td>4×</td>
<td>News section of training data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.43M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 5% selected by 2-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.43M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 5% selected by 4-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>News section again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.86M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 10% selected by 2-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.43M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 5% selected by 4-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.72M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 20% selected by 2-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.73M</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>Top 20% selected by 4-grams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Composition of the domain-adaptation corpus used in CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN.

Specifically, we used the annotation of the originating domain to extract all news-like sentences. This subset was rather small, only 250k sentence pairs. We therefore used the bilingual cross-entropy difference selection (Axelrod, He, and Gao, 2011) implemented in XenC (Rousseau, 2013) to select 5, 10 and 20% of the original corpus similar in terms of 2-grams and 4-grams to the news section. Presumably, the small news section made it also to these extracts and smaller extracts were probably included in larger extracts, so considering our corpus composition, the same sentences could be reused in the training corpus up to 11 times.

5 Results

The configuration file for translation was provided with the NMT system, to evaluate the model on the devset. The same configuration was used to translate the test set, with the model variables provided by the participants. Except for the chrF3 and METEOR metrics, we detokenized the output of the NMT system using the standard Moses detokenizer⁵ and capitalized the first character of the sentence.

5.1 Automatic Scoring of Training Task Systems

For the results of the automatic evaluation, see Table 3.

Since the training time is an important factor in NMT, we suggested that task participants further train their systems and submit new models for automatic scoring. Two more submissions are thus

⁵http://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/tokenizer/detokenizer.perl
Table 3: Automatic scores for submissions to the WMT17 NMT Training Task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>BLEU-dev</th>
<th>BLEU-test</th>
<th>chrF3</th>
<th>METEOR</th>
<th>BEER 2.0</th>
<th>CharacT ER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8GB</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN</td>
<td>19.18</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>42.59</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL-8GB-REVISED</td>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>41.54</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL-8GB</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>41.53</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE-8GB</td>
<td>17.47</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>20.44</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4GB</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL-4GB-REVISED</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRL-4GB</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>40.97</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE-4GB</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>40.61</td>
<td>20.23</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNI-4GB-CURRIC</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>39.54</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENISOV-4GB</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>40.22</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNI-4GB-BATCH-DECR</td>
<td>12.98</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>36.29</td>
<td>17.85</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Learning Curves

We asked participants to provide us with the detailed “events” file as collected by TensorFlow which logs the performance on the common validation set at a fine resolution.

For some techniques, the learning curves cannot be provided, but Figure 1 is a valuable complement to the automatic scoring above. The scores were measured internally by Neural Monkey on the devset after every 2000 batches.

Specifically, we see that the 4GB and 8GB baselines are clearly separated by about the same margin throughout the training and that CUNI-4GB-BATCH-DECR loses a little from the performance later in the training.

Interestingly, DENISOV-4GB seems to very closely follow the performance of BASELINE-8GB, i.e. a much larger setup, but it was unfortunately stopped too early so the obtained score is ultimately worse than both of the baselines. It should be however noted that the learning curves are based on the number of training sentences processed, not the number of words. The longer sentences used by DENISOV-4GB have provided the model with more material to learn from, so the score could be artificially inflated.

5.3 Manual Evaluation of Training Task Systems

As announced, the official evaluation of the NMT training task is the manual scoring of the systems submitted at the deadline according to the submission instructions.

We designed training task so that it was in fact subsumed by the WMT17 News Translation Task (Bojar et al., 2017): the training data was a subset of the training data provided for English-to-Czech news task participants and the testset we used the official newstest2017 of WMT. All training task submissions can be therefore seen as regular news task submissions, with the additional constraint of a fixed MT system and further constrained training data.

With the help of WMT17 news task organizers, we included the outputs of training task submissions among the MT outputs of other MT systems for the common manual scoring. Please see Bojar et al. (2017) for details on the judgment technique (direct assessment, DA) and its interpretation.

Table 4 is an extract of the official WMT17 news task results, i.e. Table 7 in Bojar et al. (2017), renaming the systems to match the naming in this paper. The horizontal lines between the systems indicate clusters according to Wilcoxon
Figure 1: Learning curves for training task submissions (where available). The 8GB and 4GB baseline runs actually ran much longer, to 300M and 380M training steps, resp. CUNI-4GB-DOMAIN and CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN curves are only continuations and therefore start higher.

Table 4: Manual evaluation of the training task submissions. For the crossed-out BASELINE-4GB see the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Ave %</th>
<th>Ave z</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>BASELINE-4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>-0.236</td>
<td>CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>-0.315</td>
<td>AFRL-4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>-0.373</td>
<td>BASELINE-8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>-0.376</td>
<td>AFRL-8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>-0.486</td>
<td>CUNI-4GB-CURRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>-0.493</td>
<td>DENISOV-4GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The manual evaluation was affected by an unfortunate omission: namely, the baseline-4GB outputs were not included in the standard batches, among other outputs, but they were scored only later, in annotation batches of their own. While the direct assessment annotation technique in theory evaluates translation quality on an absolute scale and such evaluations could be in principle comparable among different annotation runs, we see that this does not really work in practice. It is rather unlikely that the 4GB baseline would be significantly better than the 8GB baseline, also taking into account the big difference in BLEU. We thus asked WMT17 news task organizers to remove baseline-4GB from their paper and we do not consider this result in our discussion below.

6 Discussion

Despite the fact that baseline-4GB was not correctly manually evaluated, the manual evaluation allows us to draw some reliable conclusions.

CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN significantly surpassed BASELINE-8GB, confirming that domain adaptation can be very helpful for NMT even with relatively simple adaptation techniques.

AFRL-8GB performed comparably to BASELINE-8GB, and based on the description of the submission, AFRL-8GB was trained for 5 days as 10 models in parallel, which could roughly correspond to the training time of the baseline. While we cannot compare AFRL-4GB and BASELINE-4GB, which would be a very interesting contrastive pair, we know that AFRL-4GB performed equally well (better, but not significantly) as AFRL-8GB. That alone is a good achievement, in line with automatic scoring.

We already knew from automatic scores that the curriculum technique tested by CUNI-4GB-CURRIC is not very effective. We cannot really compare it to BASELINE-4GB but we are not surprised by the relatively low score.

The submission DENISOV-4GB was very interesting, since it achieved the score of the 8GB baseline with just a 4GB model throughout its training, see Figure 1. We hypothesize the reason for the seemingly faster training was that while being presented longer sentences, the system is actually presented more words during training. Nevertheless, the experiment shows that the system is able
to generalize to short sentences from long sentences which does not hold vice versa. Concerning the manual evaluation of DENISOV-4GB, we know that it was trained only for 4 days, so the final quality it reached was not good according to automatic scores. Manual scores in Table 4 confirm this result but it would be very interesting to see what quality would be reached if the training ran much longer.

The point of NMT training task was not to find a single winner but rather to see which techniques are more promising and important for the final performance as well as throughout the training. The short answer is domain adaptation because both CUNI-8GB-DOMAIN and AFRL used it and scored high. Further conclusions are hard to draw because the underlying data and training times differed too much.

For future similar tasks, we recommend to provide already domain-adapted training data and to attempt to keep track of further details about the training, e.g. the number of tokens processed and floating point operations needed.

7 Conclusion

We presented the results of WMT17 Neural MT Training Task, a shared task in optimizing parameters of a given NMT system when translating from English to Czech.

The best results were obtained by a standard domain adaptation technique applied before the training. Ensembling and knowledge distillation is also valuable but current results are not sufficient to assess whether the effort put into the development pays off.
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